Rochester quadrajet exploded view

Manuals are downloaded as PDF files. Some are very large and might take some time to
download, depending on your internet connection. Please do not distribute these manuals.
Instead giving out the link to this web page would be appreciated. Please keep in mind that
these manuals may span several carburetor models and may not be your exact carburetor. Use
these manuals as a general reference only. Don't forget to visit the technical pages for your
specific carburetor. More manuals for specific carburetors may be available there. Aisan
Rebuild Manual. Login Register. Home Technical Carburetor Manuals. Carter AS Carburetor
Manual. Carter Thermoquad Carburetor Manual. Holley Carburetor Manual. Holley Manual.
Holley 94, , Marvel Schebler Carburetor Manual. Mercarb Carburetor Manual. Monojet Carburetor
Manual. Motorcraft Carburetor Manual. Rochester 2 Jet Carburetor Manual. Rochester 4 Jet
Carburetor Manual. Rochester Dualjet Carburetor Manual. Rochester Quadrajet Carburetor
Manual. Solex 44PA1 Carburetor Manual. Stromberg 4A Manual. Zenith 87 Manual. Can't find
what you need? Contact Us. Categories Carburetor Parts. Quadrajets were used as original
equipment on many vehicles from to Over million have been produced. The QJet is a large 4
barrel carburetor that has a small primary side for fuel economy and good emissions and a
large secondary side for good performance. QJets have a maximum airflow of from cfm.
Because the secondary side of the Qjet opens according to the airflow requirements of the
engine, the same basic carburetor size can be used on a large range of engine sizes. For
example, on a mild Chevy the air valve will never open all the way - because the motor can't use
more than cfm or so. M4MC Quadrajets have an integral choke and a different airhorn design;
also, the throttle shafts are longer than in 4MV carbs. Starting in carb numbers were stamped on
the driver's side, near the back. All QJets had automatic chokes, of which there are two basic
types - integral choke coil on the carb and remote choke coil on the manifold. An M4MC carb
has a choke coil on the carb; and M4ME carb has the same type fo choke coil, but with an
electric heater element in the choke coil. Choke parts, primary metering rods and throttle shafts
are not interchangeable between 4M and M4M carbs. Home Tech rochester rochester quadrajet.
The Carburetor Doctor. Although the manufacturer did not start their storied existence by
manufacturing carburetors, their fuel-delivery offerings were â€” and still are, a mainstay with
Chevrolet enthusiasts. The Rochester two-barrel carburetor called the 2G, and later 2GC and
2GV , was introduced in , and use of the 2G carburetor in automotive applications ended in In
actuality, there were several different styles of Rochester two-barrel carburetors manufactured
since the release. When the engine was cold, the choke was held shut. Choke operation of the
2GV carburetor left , used a thermostatic spring mounted to the manifold, and was connected to
the choke valve via a linkage rod. The 2GV carburetor used a vacuum-break diaphragm. When a
2GV carburetor was installed, a thermostatic spring was mounted to the manifold, and was
connected to the choke valve via a linkage rod. You can read all the technical information about
Rochester two-barrel carburetors right here. It even became computer controlled in Although
the Quadrajet was never meant to be a performance-oriented carburetor, it was installed on
some musclecars, including , , , and cubic-inch Chevy engines. During its year life span the
Quadrajet was installed on more GM vehicles than any other model carburetor. The spread bore
design features primary venturii that are much smaller than the secondary venturii. Most
Quadrajet carburetors delivered roughly cfm, but some reached closer to cfm. Most Quadrajet
carburetors used a vacuum-operated piston that moved the primary metering rods to control
the blending of air and fuel. Quadrajet carburetors have mechanical-secondary throttle plates
that are operated by a progressive linkage, and use an on-demand air valve plate above the
secondary throttle plates. This plate looks similar to a choke plate over the secondaries. The air
valves are connected to the secondary fuel-metering rods by a cam and linkage. As airflow
through the secondaries increases, the air valves are pushed down, rotating a cam that lifts the
secondary metering rods. These metering rods are tapered, and as they move, more fuel is
delivered. What this means is the position of the air valve will control both fuel and air flow
through the secondary venturii, even if the secondary throttle plates are fully opened. Although
hard to to distinguish in this photo, the numbers are FF. When broken down, you get: , 0 , 2
Quadrajet four-barrel Federal Standards, 0 division; Chevrolet , 4 automatic transmission , FF
customer code. The four-digit number is the actual manufacture date. In most cases, these
numbers can be used to identify the year and original application of the carburetor. Quadrajet
carburetors built by Rochester through , have numbers starting with 70, and beginning in the
model year they have numbers starting with Build your own custom newsletter with the content
you love from Chevy Hardcore, directly to your inbox, absolutely FREE! We will safeguard your
e-mail and only send content you request. We'll send you the most interesting Chevy Hardcore
articles, news, car features, and videos every week. We promise not to use your email address
for anything but exclusive updates from the Power Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors
Advertising. News All News New Products. What is Pro Touring? Latest News. New Products.

More Stories. Hardcore Chevys in your Inbox. Subscribe Now. We think you might like No
thanks. Drag Racing. Engine Tech. Email Tony. These are not all my personal experiences but a
lot can be gleened from this information. Use it at your own risk, I can't accept any liability if
you blow your engine up or anything :. When introduced it was the most complicated
carburettor of its time, incorporating four-barrels and many functions ie fast idle, choke. It was a
fearsome rebuilding task for most technicians who were used to tuning Holleys and Carters.
The myriad of linkages, internal circuits, and easily lost tiny pieces were incomprehensible to
some. With age the Quadrajet earned a following of technicans who understood its design and
recognized its potential. The primary barrels of the carburettor are tiny compared to most
four-barrel designs, but this is what gives the Quadrajet its gas milage edge. In contrast, the
secondary barrels are huge, providing a performance edge. During normal driving the primary
barrels are adequate for cruising speeds. The beast comes out when the pedal is depressed
further. The secondaries open and there is the slightest amount of delay as the accelerator
pump richens the mixture. A Quadrajet carburettor car is often distinguishable from other cars
by the sound of the engine as the secondaries open. There is a moment of quiet followed by a
large increase in exhaust volume, sometimes described as a 'booming' noise. Most
performance enthusiasts shun the Quadrajet as a stock carburettor laden with useless
emissions controls. In reality, the Quadrajet offers performance on a par with most aftermarket
carburettors while retaining good driveability and gas mileage. With a little modification most
Quadrajets can easily reach cfm cubic feet per minute airflow. There were many iterations of the
Quadrajet, even including some electronic versions produced while General Motors were
dragging their feet in changing to electronic fuel injection. The most desirable are the ones
produced in the mid-seventies on big-block powered high-performance and luxury cars. These
can flow up to cfm in the stock configuration. By 90 degrees I'm talking about the rear portion of
the flap, the front will go past 90 degrees on a correctlyset up carb. The very best q-jets, Ram
Air, Super Duty and Ho models were set so that the secondary flaps leading edge is 1. Going
beyond this can cause a lean spot as it effects how well fuel is pulled from the tubes and the
lower edge of the flap nearly blocks the openings. Tony's Quadrajet Tuning Tips and Articles.
This page is made up of information I gathered from the Internet, requests I made by email, Bill
Stacey from Buickstreet. I have found that. You can go to. It is imperative that the fuel pressure
be set at 3. To make your own hp seat, obtain a numbered drillbit set. Gently install the seat in a
soft jawed vise. Drill from bottom to top being carefull to keep the bit straight. No matter how
carefull you are a slight "dog ear" will be formed on the seating surface. Use a spare steel
checkball and small punch to form a new seat. Vacuum test the seat by installing it in a carb
with the float and needle. Invert the carb while holding the float pin in place. APT is the
adjustable part throttle. The carb in the picture should have a metal pin on the front of the power
piston. The pin contacts an adjustment screw in the main casting. Most of the later metering
rods have a tapered second step. The later carbs will also have very small idle fuel supply holes
in the baseplate. I would enlarge them to. For secondary rod selection obtain a set of AX. They
are a good starting point, I use them in the hot months. I use a custom machined. As I
mentioned earlier the late style carbs make very good hp units, but they will need some help in
several areas. Another benefit is that they are cfm and work very well on large cid engines. I
don't work on a lot of Buick's but suspect that you folks are running well using a lot of stock
parts. My GTO uses a very mild medium compression My car runs very low 12's at mph in full
street trim thru the exhaust on Hoosier Quick Time Pro tires. Hope the info helps some I would
retain the primary pull-off and add an electric choke even if you are eliminating the shaft and
flap. This will allow fast idle on cold start-ups and you won't have to "feather" the throttle for
minutes till it will idle on it's own. I would also obtain or modify the primary choke pull-off for a
1. The secondary airflap will have a limited opening angle, it should be increased by grinding
the stop to duplicate the angle of the early HO and Ram Air carbs. You might have to take an
allen key and a small screwdriver I use one of those long electrical ones with the red insulation
that goes down to the tip which usually came in Stanley screwdriver sets because you have to
tune it until any flat spots disappear. Loosen the spring tension slightly on the air valve until it
starts to bog down a little and bring it back up until the bog disappears and a little more and
your set. Then it's set for your car and you'll have bog free performance when you floor it from
there on and it shouldn't change either. It seems like a lot of work but if you can find a section
of isolated road. Then you get out and adjust it a little and shut the bonnet and floor it again.
You'll have to move the linkage back a bit and slide your screwdriver in through the bracket and
onto the screw. Directly under the screw is a small allen head grub screw which locks it into
position - it's under so you won't be able to see it but trust me it's there. You might have to get a
small mirror and a light to locate it for the first time. Just enough to allow the screwdriver to
turn the adjusting screw. The adjusting screw holds tension from a spring so if you loosen the

locking screw without holding the adjusting screw it will unwind like a window blind and you'll
have to start over again from zero tension which is another story. It should flop open easily but
also have enough spring pressure to make sure it closes or it's bog city for you. The leaner the
rods the less quickly you can open the airvalves without it bogging. I hope you understand all
that because I typed it all off the top of my head without looking back. Please contact our
Webmaster with questions or comments. Choke element was mounted on the intake manifold
and connected to the carburetor by rod. This purchase is for a custom built restored Quadrajet
with original code stamp listed in description. The basic pricing is for level 1 build which is
perfect for a stock engine. If you have some modifications or looking for more performance, you
will need our level 2. For all out performance or racing, our level 3 delivers the results. Details of
each build are provided in the services section. No separate core charge. If you have a
Quadrajet, let us know and we will make offer to purchase it. This Quadrajet is in our shop, but
will be custom built after your order. Picture is for reference only and may not be the Quadrajet
you will receive. Toggle menu info quadrajetpower. Login or Sign Up 0. Fuel hose and fittings
Factory type inlets and fittings. Buick Cadillac Chevrolet Oldsmobile Pontiac. Buick Buick
Chevy Chevy Chevy Chevy Olds Olds Pontiac Pontiac Home Chevrolet Quadrajets Chevy
Chevrolet Chevrolet MSRP:. You save. No reviews yet Write a Review. Might not be pretty, but
will perform great! Reduces cost Body recolored and external parts zinc chromate plated Body
zinc plated and external parts zinc chromate plated. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease
Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Share This Article. Comes with base gasket and air cleaner gasket.
Product Videos. Custom Field. You May Also Like Quick view Details. Choose Options.
Quadrajet Power sku: kitL1. Quadrajet Power sku: QB1c. Recommended Quick view Details.
Please provide your information below and we will send you an e-mail when this product
becomes available. In order to get a proper estimate, we need a little more information from you.
Please contact Tech Service at. My Account My Cart. Also in Exterior - View All. Also in
Fasteners and Hardware - View All. Also in Gaskets - View All. Also in Brakes - View All. Also in
Cooling - View All. Also in Ignition - View All. Also in Tuners and Programmers - View All. Also
in Data Acquisition - View All. Also in Interior - View All. Also in Wheels - View All. Also in
Electrical - View All. Also in Engine - View All. Also in Marine and Powersports - View All. Also in
Nitrous - View All. Also in Exhaust - View All. Also in Off-Road - View All. Larger Image. Email
Me When Available. Add to Wish List. Holley Carburetor Selector. Application Chart for Part C.
The spread bore bolt pattern of the C lets you do just that. It has vacuum secondaries and
electric choke, so it is useable on a wide variety of vehicles and its single fuel inlet that is in the
standard Q-jet location makes it easy to bolt on. Don't trust your performance to just anyo
trane wiring diagram thermostat
tt rs specifications
yamaha r6 fuel pump relay
ne, Holley is the only modular carburetor company that has been in business for over years
and has powered every NASCAR champion since the 60's. It is not compatible with Ford or
Chrysler Spread bore applications. The C is not recommended for any RV applications. The C is
not designed to pass any emission laws. A carburetor spacer could be required to clear certain
components on stock applications such as the Mr. Gasket Solenoid Fast Idle. Part Universal
Carb Installation Kit. Carburetor Throttle Solenoid Bracket. Carburetor Throttle Cable Bracket.
This carburetor has a spreadbore flange. It is designed to be used with intake manifolds with
the spreadbore flange like the Q-jet carburetors. The C is a Model designed to fit GM spread
bore passenger car and light truck applications. Limited 90 Day: See Details. Some parts are not
legal for use in California or other states with similar regulations. Mildly Modified. Highly
Modified. If you have any other questions, contact Tech Service at.

